
FUMC ESL BASIC LESSON 1-10-2011

Write the vocabulary word under the picture.

1.cards

2.kitten

3.library

4.chicken

5.mechanic

6.airplane

7.doctor

8.egg

9.puppy

10.bottle

11.airport

12.artist

13.envelope

14.glass

15.glasses

Is this an artist? No, this is a mechanic.

Is this a doctor? Yes it is.

Is this an airport? _____________________________

Is this a puppy? ___________________________________



Is this an egg? ________________________________________

Is this a bottle? ___________________________________________

Answer the questions in a complete sentence.
Is the bottle above the egg? Yes, it is.

Is the egg under the bottle? Yes, it is.

Is the envelope next to the cards? No, the envelope is under the cards.

Are the glasses above the kitten? _____________________________________

Is the airport above the puppy? _______________________________________

Is the chicken next to the puppy? __________________________________

Is the airport over the puppy? _________________________________________

Read these sentences.
1.The puppy sleeps. The kitten watches the puppy.

1.Write a letter to the doctor. Put the letter in an envelope 

2.The doctor flies his airplane to the airport. The mechanic works on the airplane.

3.the chicken lays eggs. We eat the eggs.

4.The girl loves books. She goes to the library every day. She chooses a good book.

5.The artist drinks wine from the bottle. Then he paints a pretty picture for us.

6.The kitten and the puppy are friends. The puppy sleeps next to the kitten.

7.I like to play cards. I wear glasses so I can see the cards.

8.Put the bottle on the table. Put some glasses on the table next to the bottle.

Change the underline words to a contraction.
Please fix my car. It will not start.  (won!t)

The puppy is not barking. 

The bottle will not break.

The man should not fly the airplane.

The chicken could not lay any eggs.

The girl did not find a book.

The kitten was not eating.

The artist does not paint pictures of people.

Who is sitting next to you?

Who is sitting at your table.

What is under your table?

What is above your head?

Do you own a puppy or a kitten? 

Are you a good mechanic?

Where have you flown recently?

Have you seen the Austin airport?

Do you enjoy drinking wine?

Did you ever own a chicken?

Did you ever collect eggs from your chickens?

I would like to own a chicken. Would you?




